Redaction Solution
State of the Art Redaction Solution
• Apply, edit and remove redactions
• Redact using polygon or rectangle tools
• Original documents are never altered
• Provide multiple redaction layers to capture entire review
process
• Transparent, translucent, or opaque redaction views for easier
review
• Add comments
• Insert exemption codes directly into redacted area or move to
margin
• “Find and Redact” function makes routine redaction a breeze
• Compatible with virtually any document type (.doc, .xls, .rtf,
.ppt, .pdf, .wpd, .vsd)
• Always makes it clear what objects have been redacted and
what objects are left visible to the reader

The Fastest, Smartest and Easiest Redaction Tool Ever Built
RedactXpress is a stand-alone redaction and declassification tool used to withhold information from documents. It
eliminates the tedious manual labor traditionally involved in the redaction process.

Irreversible Redaction
Unlike solutions that merely hide the information under black bars, RedactXpress completely and securely removes
information that you select for redaction. It parses the document, physically deletes the selected information, and
generates a new redacted document. Because the redacted file is created without the redacted content, the deleted
information cannot be recovered. This includes permanent deletion of sensitive content from PDF documents.

Find and Redact
To further automate the redaction process, RedactXpress’ “Find and Redact” tool allows the user, in one step, to
quickly find multiple instances of common words or phrases and redact them. The user can save common “Find
and Redact” criteria and apply them to different documents one by one or by document sets. The “Find and Redact”
tool can find and redact patterns as well, such as social security or credit card numbers. If the user does not want to
redact phrases automatically but would like to find words or phrases that are candidates for redaction, RedactXpress
provides a “Find and Highlight” tool that finds those candidates and highlights them for further inspection.

Meeting a Broad Range of Redaction Requirements
Redaction has applications in government, the court system, law firms and many regulated industries. For instance,
the Freedom of Information Act mandates public access to many documents as long as sensitive content is
not disclosed. RedactXpress streamlines compliance with FOIA, Privacy Act, Health Information Portability and
Accessibility Act, and the Openness in Government Act of 2007. RedactXpress includes built-in exemption codes for
FOIA and Privacy Act. These codes can also be customized to fit your specific compliance needs.
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The RedactXpress Difference
Unlike solutions that merely hide redacted information under black bars, RedactXpress irreversibly removes
information selected for redaction. Using pixel to pixel replacement, RedactXpress parses the document, physically
deletes the selected information, and generates a new redacted document. The deleted information cannot be
recovered because the redacted file is created without it. This includes permanent deletion of sensitive content from
PDF documents.

Secure Redaction with RedactXpress

Unsecured Redaction

RedactXpress removes original text with
pixel-by-pixel replacement, guaranteeing that the
redacted content is permanently removed.

Unsecured redaction by other products simply hides
the original text with a black bar. The “hidden” data is  
still available to be recovered.

Securely Redact and Declassify Documents with RedactXpress
About AINS
AINS, Inc. has provided innovative adaptive case management products and services since 1988. Our case management
platform, eCase, is used by more than 300 federal agencies and offices, state and local governments, educational systems,
health institutions, and commercial customers. Unlike other BPM solutions that were retrofitted for case management, eCase
was built for case management from the ground up, enabling faster prototyping and production of solutions across diverse
business processes. By leveraging the power of our eCase platform, AINS excels at analyzing client business requirements
and quickly configuring (not coding) lightweight, scalable solutions that adapt to the needs of our customers. We are committed
to more than just selling products — we are dedicated to helping our customers enhance productivity, cut costs and, most
importantly, achieve better outcomes.
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